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Beschreibung
A hike for everyone! Enjoy parts or all of the 469-mile trail through 7 national forests, 6
wilderness areas, 5 major river systems, and 8 mountain ranges. It runs from outside of
Denver to Durango in southwestern Colorado.

The Colorado Trail is one of the longest and more arduous bikepacking routes in the US
featuring some of the best singletrack in the Rocky Mountains. . Although numerous, for the
most part hike-a-bikes on the CT are relatively short, though there are a number of longer
stretches to contend with too – be comfortable.
Now hundreds of people throughout the state can enjoy being in the outdoors and have access
to recreational activities along its paths (The Colorado Trail Foundation, 2011). How long is
the Colorado Trail? Many people ask how far the trail is and how long it will take to hike or
ride from Denver to Durango and the short.
7 Sep 2016 . It not only wends through America's largest and most ancient mountain range, the
Rocky Mountains, but it also passes by the country's tallest and most incredible peaks and
takes hikers through some of the most beautiful alpine country in the world. At 485 miles
long, the Colorado Trail is surely no day hike.
West Maroon Pass, Colorado (11 miles). Not all thru-hikes have to be grueling, long-distance
or even require an overnight. The West Maroon Pass famed hike from Aspen to Crested Butte
(or vice versa) offers a day's worth of mileage through some of the most beautiful terrain out
there. The trail snags views of the Maroon.
Day Hikes Near Denver helps you and your family quickly find Colorado hikes and get out on
the trail. Enjoy the best trails and hiking in Colorado!
24 May 2010 . Thru-hikers hit the best blooms at mile 423; dayhikers can hit them on a fourmile out-and-back west from Kennebec Pass. From Kennebec Pass, you'll drop 500 feet over
1.8 miles (on the Colorado and Highline Trails) to a yellow and green hellebore-choked cirque
sheltering Taylor Lake.
Because the Wilderness detours pass through several towns where food resupply and motels
abound, the Colorado Trail is particularly well suited for a bikepacking adventure of epic
proportions. In fact, the route described here has been traversed solo and self-supported in an
astonishing 3 days, 23 hours and 38 minutes.
Before mid-late June there is generally too much snow in the high country even in a lower
snow year; after late September/early October there is a very great chance there will be a
snowstorm where the snow will accumulate and not melt the following day. For the increasing
amount of people hiking the Colorado Trail from.
25 Apr 2013 . Few places stoke hikers' imaginations the way trail-rich, mile-high Colorado
does. . The trailhead, which begins at Bear Lake, also offers a nice selection of brief, familyfriendly day hikes around the lake. Click here for a detailed trail description. Flattop Mountain
Distance: 8.6 miles. Difficulty: Strenuous
The Colorado Trail is widely considered one of the finest long-distance trails in the United
States and even the world. San Juan Mountain Guides is very fortunate to guide the final 94
miles of the trail – Segments 24-28. These final . Just a quick word to say thanks for all you
did to make my past several days truly rewarding.
Create your own route with the route creator tool. This is helpful for daily planning or to
remember a completed day or section hike. . In App Purchases: Colorado Trail. Includes the

Colorado Trail hiking route, Colorado Trail bike route, Collegiate West alternate, and the
Collegiate Loop. $14.99; Collegiate Loop $4.99.
Explore the Colorado Rocky Mountains as you hike these routes in Buena Vista, Colorado.
Beginner, moderate, and difficult routes and 14er info.
Discover your next trail experience at home via the Colorado Trail Explorer desktop website
today.. . . . Learn how Colorado Parks & Wildlife and the Department of Natural Resources
are improving the Colorado Trail System for tomorrow. Discover your next trail experience at
home via the Colorado Trail.
6 Aug 2014 . I've done a lot of day hikes in the Ozarks, but longed to experience a real
backpacking trip where we slept beneath the stars high on a pine-scented mountain. With
daughter Rebecca living in Colorado Springs, a backpacking trip on part of the 485-mile
Colorado Trail between Denver and Durango seemed.
Explore the most popular trails in Colorado with hand-curated trail maps and driving
directions as well as detailed reviews and photos from hikers, campers and nature lovers like
you. . visually appealing. Stll, the first half loop through the trees is worth it, and you can
simply do the loop by the dam and still have a great day.
Day Hikes on the Colorado Trail (American Traveler Series) [Janet Robertson] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A hike for everyone! Enjoy parts or all
of the 469-mile trail through 7 national forests, 6 wilderness areas.
12 Aug 2016 . The website 14ers.com is a great resource for those looking to bag one (or
more) of Colorado's 14ers. Featuring route maps, hike descriptions and user-provided
updates, this site is an online guidebook to Colorado's 14ers. The website Alltrails.com is
another online resource for hikers, with trails ranked by.
14 Oct 2016 . This Is What Happens to Your Body on a Thru-Hike. The secret to ultimate
fitness isn't all that complicated—just spend a month outside, hiking eight hours per day. Kyle
Boelte breaks down how his body evolved into an efficient, fat-burning, testosterone-fueled
machine over 29 days on the Colorado Trail.
23 Sep 2016 . Thinking about tackling the Colorado Trail? We've got 23 pictures that prove
why you should start your training right now.
For visitors to Denver with only a single day to go hiking, the first section of the Colorado
Trail is a popular choice for a day trip. The trail is open for hiking, biking, fishing, and
horseback riding—although no dogs are allowed on the trail since it's common to find Big
Horn Sheep. While you can hike for as long or as little as you.
List of the best long distance hiking and backpacking trails in the United States that are at least
100 miles in length and are primarily footpaths. . Stretching almost 500 miles from Denver to
Durango, the Colorado Trail travels through the spectacular Colorado Rocky Mountains
amongst peaks with lakes, creeks and diverse.
The next day, she had booked a flight to Denver and set her itinerary for hiking the first 100
miles of the 500-mile Colorado Trail in the coming week. Spontaneous though it was, it was
informed by her planning a year earlier for a month on the Appalachian Trail in Virginia. Kate
shares how she was able to put together her.
25 May 2016 . Colorado National Monument beautiful scenic canyon landscape at sunset via
Thinkstock. Take Devil's Kitchen, among other hikes in Colorado National Monument Park,
to see this beautiful scenic canyon landscape at sunset. Photo via Thinkstock. Mason Creek to
Old Mill Trail – 11 miles (difficult),.
Kiosk for the South Cottonwood trailhead of the Colorado Trail, near Buena Vista, Colorado.
. While some supported trail runners can finish it in less than 10 days, the unsupported fastest
known time is 9 days 12 hours 32 minutes by John Zahorian, most thru-hikers spend about 4

to 6 weeks (28.
17 May 2017 . The popular 14,060' peak off of Guanella Pass near Georgetown is an
accommodating 6-mile round trip along a well-maintained trail. It's a great starter mountain for
those hoping to hike all of Colorado's 58 14,000' summits (the eponymous 14ers). More
experienced hikers can test their mettle on Sawtooth.
Golden, CO: Colorado Mountain Club Press, 2017. Colorado Trail Foundation. The Colorado
Trail Databook. 6th edition. Golden, CO: Colorado Mountain Club Press, 2017. Denise,
Robert P. Hiking the Colorado Trail: a Guide for Long and Short Trips Along the Colorado
Trail. Fort Collins, CO: Lothlorien Press, 1993.
21 Jul 2017 . For a longer Colorado day hike, this 10.7-mile trail sets out from the parking lot
at the Surprise Lake or Eaglesmere trailheads to navigate the northern perimeter of the Eagles
Nest Wilderness area. You'll pass through aspen forests, dense spruce-fir forests and several
lakes. There's also an optional.
Find detailed information for Colorado Colorado on Trails.com, including where to find
Hiking Trails in Colorado.
The first speed record on the Colorado Trail happened in 1988, almost immediately after the
trail was completed -- so soon that the route was hard to follow in many spots. Dale Garland,
Dave LaFranboise, John McAward and John Wolgamott ran from Durango to Denver in about
17 days. Buzz Burrell.
4 Oct 2008 - 10 min - Uploaded by outside365Summer 2008. video and picture compilation of
a summer trekking in great scenery.
The Colorado trail meander through the following Wilderness Areas: lost Creek, Holy Cross,
Mt Massive, Collegiate Peaks, La Garita and the Weminuche. The entire 500 miles of The
Colorado Trail takes an average of 4 to 6 weeks, hikers can choose to just hike a section for a
wonderful 1/2 or full day hike. key to symbols.
Colorado Trail, 804 km, 500 miles, about 40 days. Traildino grading: SW, Strenuous walk,
mountain trail; Hut tour grading: T2, Mountain walk. Find walking maps and guidebooks, self
guided walking holidays and hiking tours. This trail is also known as CT.
With hundreds of miles to explore, you're bound to find a hiking trail that has what you're
looking for. Go for a day hike, brave an overnight trip, find scenic vistas, visit waterfalls or
search for high alpine lakes. You name it, we have it. Our trails are multi-use for hikers,
bikers, cross-country skiers and snowshoers. Check out.
I'm not sure how many calories I eat, but I average about 2 lbs of food per day. And I have no
idea of cellphone reception on the Colorado Trail, as I've never carried one on that route!
Donna says: August 27, 2013 at 4:13pm. Kolby Kirk shared on his FB about your third PCT
hike… indeed you are a machine! He also shared.
11 Aug 2017 . Over eight mountain ranges, along five river systems and traversing six national
forests and six wilderness areas, the Colorado Trail is truly a natural wonderland. Each year,
additional bridges, switchbacks and markings are added, making the trail more and more
accessible to backpackers and hikers.
30 Jul 2013 . It's a great way to cap a great day. I just completed the 16-mile Segment 23 of the
Colorado Trail, one of the most remote segments of this spectacular trail, and I hiked from the
quaint historic town of Lake City (where I stayed last night) to the other end in the equally
quaint town of Silverton. I hike each.
Top-rated hiking company on Trip Advisor! Award-winning all-inclusive Colorado Hiking
and Backpacking Tours. Single and Multi-day Hikes. As seen in Sunset Magazine.
29 Oct 2015 . What did I use during my hike? A combination of the following sources: The
Colorado Trail Map Book, Colorado Trail Data Book and Magnanti's information on resupply

options and alternate routes. . of the same year on the CDT. This time around I met him on the
second day of my Colorado Trail hike.
6 Oct 2017 . The bone-deep astonishment at the mountains did not fade, no matter how many
passes we crested as the days wore on. The last moments before peering over the top of a
climb — the giddy anticipation — became my favorites on the trail. There's a bit of an art to
hiking at high elevation in Colorado.
13 Aug 2017 . This year I am embarking on a new long distance venture that will take me into
high altitude for multiple days and away from the typical eastern US hiking trips I have
enjoyed in the past. My plan is to hike the 486 mile Colorado Trail (CT) that extends from
Denver to Durango in the beautiful and wild Rocky.
If you are planning to hike the entire 484 mile trail from Denver to Durango, this list includes
everything I think you'll need for hiking in the Rockies during the typical hiking season (late
Spring – early Fall.) One thing that makes the Colorado Trail unique is the daily
thundershowers. They are short-lived, but can be fierce,.
11 Aug 2016 . Day 2. Hiker walks section of the Colorado Trail from SIlverton to Durango.
Day two was 14 miles of a windy trail that followed the contour of the mountain range. We
stayed high as we curved around the valley below, and ended the day with yet another large
pass. With the usual afternoon storm clouds.
14 Aug 2013 . From the Twin Lakes Trailhead, you'll hike 1.5 flat miles to the junction of the
Colorado Trail East and the Colorado Trail West. At this point you'll choose which .. We spent
one day in Colorado before heading out to the trail and we hardly even noticed the elevation
change. Some people experience.
11 Oct 2014 . The course record on the CT is just under four days but from the research I did,
most mortals were able to complete the trail in seven to ten days while still stopping to sleep
each night. This trail . On day two we started to realize there was going to be a lot more hikea-bike on the CT than we had anticipated.
19 Jul 2013 . The campsite balances in the high trough between the towns of Durango and
Silverton, with excellent hiking access to the Colorado Trail. There's good . There's fishing
north along the Slate river, icy mountain pools for a dip on hot summer days, and, if the water
is high, excellent kayaking. • +1 970 642.
3 Aug 2016 . I would also consider the Colorado Trail to still be a hidden gem. While you will
run into some other hikers while you're out there, you won't see the crowds that swarm to the
Appalachian Trail each year. Here are 3 of my favorite ways to enjoy the Colorado Trail: Day
Hiking: Taking day hikes on the CO Trail.
So the Colorado trail runs from Denver to Durango, but you can hike various parts of it little
bits at a time. We took our kids (11/8/4) on a relatively short hike from Molas pass. The hike
itself was not hard, although our kids were.More. Thank Janine Z. ABQJean. Albuquerque,
New Mexico. 13027. Reviewed August 9, 2017.
6 May 2015 . Since this was my first thru-hike and my first solo wilderness trip, I wanted a
relatively short trail – one that that would take only five or six weeks, not five or six months,
to finish. I'd heard that the Colorado Trail was one of the most beautiful “long trails” in the
U.S., and it was close to home, so logistics would.
The staff driven support trucks go to locations close to the Colorado Trail via jeep road where
a community camp is set up. Your only concern is to have a great time hiking each day. You
will need to set up your own personal tent, but after that is done, you can come to the
community tent, relax, clean up and eat your evening.
13 Jan 2017 . Overall the average trip length reported in the survey was 33 days. This number
represents total reported trip length including both rest days and hiking days. The Colorado

Trail Foundation states that the average thru hike typically takes 4-6 weeks so 33 days falls
almost squarely in the middle of that range.
The Colorado Trail (http://www.coloradotrail.org) is 500 miles long and stretches from
Denver to Durango. . The best views—and photographs—are along the hiking trail. . About 3
miles out is about as far as a typical day-hiker goes; at that point, the views open up to a
spectacular 270-degree view of the aspen-covered.
7 Apr 1991 . Though walking the full trail would require six to eight weeks, depending on
your pace and the number of detours, shorter trips and some loops can be worked out, and
parts of the trail are accessible enough for day hikes or mountain bike rides. Much of the land
along the trail was hunted by the Utes, the.
The trail passes through historic mining towns, along ancient Indian trails, and through a
modern, world-class ski resort. Other sections appear much as they would . Summer days are
warm with cool nights, but unpredictable mountain weather can threaten snow any month of
the year. Violent thunder and lightning storms.
Perhaps the best known multi-day hike follows the Continental Divide Trail as it traverses
Rocky Mountain National Park. . Heads north, following the Colorado River to the Lulu City
site. .9 mile beyond is the Little Yellowstone trail that heads to Poudre Pass near the north
boundary of the Park, the Neota Wilderness, and.
Lori and I have been backpacking together in Colorado's San Juan Mountains since the early
1980s, but our trips were generally short -- only 2 or 3 days out at a time, then back to
civilization for a shower and a good meal. We became familiar enough with the trails and
mountains that occasionally we'd even take groups of.
13 Oct 2017 . It had been too long since my husband and I had done a multi-day backpacking
trip together, and we were really looking forward to our first section-hike on the Colorado
Trail. As I planned the trip, I decided I would share the information here in case it might be
helpful to others who want to do this hike or.
Whether you want to take an afternoon stroll to marvel at the Colorado National Monument's
magnificent red rock formations, spend a few days exploring the area's state and national
parks, or try a more challenging hike like Crag Crest Trail on Grand Mesa, you'll find exactly
what you're looking for on the trails around Grand.
If trekking 485 miles (781 kilometers) is not an option, focus on the trail's best 68 miles (109
kilometers) between San Luis Pass and Molas Pass.
26 Aug 2014 . After completing an AT thru-hike in 2013, I decided it was time to start hiking
again this summer and began my trek of the Colorado Trail on July 23rd. At 485 miles, the .
You don't have to sacrifice as much time – I hiked the CT in 31 days and I believe most
people hike it in around that time. One of the guys.
The Colorado Trail Foundation, Golden, CO. 16K likes. ColoradoTrail.org • Non-profit • The
CT Foundation Volunteers and Donors built & maintain The.
6 Jun 2016 . Mount Bierstadt: A great, non-technical and popular introduction to Colorado's
14ers. Wide open and tundra-like for spectacular views. Old Dillon Reservoir: Easy, short,
beautiful reservoir views. Denver metro's water supply originates in a stunning, island-dotted
reservoir. Castle Trail Hike: Close to Denver.
The kind of 5- to 10-mile hikes that would be considered "day hikes" almost anywhere else
simply don't exist on the Colorado Trail. Day hikes here are long and challenging, and they
traverse a variety of terrain. There aren't any individual segments less than 10 miles (16.1
kilometers), meaning a day hike might actually be.
For alpine sections, begin each day's hike before dawn (buy a headlamp – bargain versions
cost as little as $10), and wrap up early in the afternoon to avoid the most active part of the

weather day. How to Get There: Waterton Canyon, near Denver, is the most accessible
trailhead on the Colorado Trail. It's just off Waterton.
World → North America → Rockies → Colorado Trail One of the best hikes in the world
Colorado Trail This is a MAJOR long distance adventure like the Pacific Crest Trail. You need
do a lot of advance planning. If 500 miles is too much we recommend 3 highlight sections:
Collegiate West 80mi (4-7 days) San…
This National Natural Landmark just outside of Colorado Springs is another example of
gorgeous red rock formations set amongst the foothills. Roads from the visitor center wind
through the park with short hiking trails in all directions (some are paved, but you can venture
away from the main road to avoid the crowds).
Explore Colorado's high country with the Sierra Club. Hike trails above 9000 feet, explore
historic Leadville, and stay in a cozy B&B with a jacuzzi.
Denver Post photo editor Dean Krakel plans to spend part of 2015 hiking the Colorado Trail
— 486 miles from Denver to Durango that cross eight mountain ranges.
24 May 2014 . Begin at the Goose Creek trailhead and head for Hankins Trail (#630). The trail
climbs first through a short section of ponderosa pine forest that was burned during the 2002
Hayman Fire then ascends into a healthy pine forest before transitioning into a mixed pine and
aspen forest toward Hankins Pass.
29 Aug 2014 . The journey began at an unassuming trailhead on the outskirts of Denver,
Colorado. It was early July, and the morning sun was already unpleasantly hot. I hoisted a 40lb. backpack onto my shoulders, paused for a photo, and started walking. The plan was to
hike the Colorado Trail, a 500-mile path through.
Colorado hiking trails: Detailed hiking trail descriptions for several day hikes throughout the
Colorado Rockies.
This trail can be accessed at the top of the gondola and is a short loop with views of town. It
begins as a wide gravel road and becomes narrow singletrack about half way around the loop.
This can be a leisurely hike followed by lunch at the Oasis Sundeck. Another great option is to
pack a picnic and stop where the views.
3 Dec 2014 . I hiked with just The Colorado Trail Databook, a small book I carried in my
pocket that gives mileages and elevations to notable locations on the trail, such as water and
road crossings. Weather, rather than big climbs, is more likely to ruin your day. Lightning was
dangerous this year. Early in the hike, every.
Hikes in Leadville can be short or long. It doesn't matter as long as you're breathing fresh
mountain air. Popular day hikes include Hope Pass, made famous by the Leadville Trail 100,
family-friendly Native Lake, Timberline Lake in the majestic Holy Cross Wilderness Area, and
the steep, heart pumping Windsor Lake Trail.
Let's hike 75 miles along the Colorado Trail from Breckenridge to Twin Lakes in 6 days/6
nights! This is a strenuous section of the Colorado Trail that spends some time above tree line
(above 11,500 feet elevation) and traverses multiple mountain passes. We will average 14+
miles per day for the last five days (only 5.8.
9 Apr 2017 . Crested Butte lies close to the heart of the Elk Mountain Range in the Colorado
Rockies. Its location acts as a perfect hub for some of the best hiking in the country. Towering
peaks, lush valleys, awe-inspiring vistas, cliff-side trails, and hillsides saturated with the bright
colors of nature can all be experienced.
11 Jan 2016 . On why he chose the Colorado Trail: "I had done a hike through Colorado in
1981. My wife and I had hiked the length of Colorado along the Continental [Divide] Trail.
This was in the days that there was no trail there -- we had just pieced together a trail. And I

had gotten into the San Juans and I always said.
14 Oct 2015 . A convenient and relatively short hike, Smelter Mountain is easy to find and
complete. About a mile in length, the trail travels along the northern edge of the mountain.
This hike is relatively steep, but worthwhile for the great views of downtown Durango. The
mountain gets its name from a past life in smelting,.
CTF supported treks may be the most enjoyable way to experience The Colorado Trail. On
these multi-day excursions, participants hike the Trail carrying only their daypacks. Camping
gear is shuttled to the next camp by the trek staff. All meals are provided and have been
characterized as gourmet for the backcountry.
Colorado Trail Foundation Sponsored Hikes. Currently, the only officially sponsored hikes on
The Colorado Trail are part of the annual Colorado Trail Trekking Program. These Treks are
an enjoyable way to experience the CT. Trekkers carry only a daypack while camping supplies
are shuttled to the next camp each day.
I'm particularly interested in ideas in Maroon Bells, Uncompahgre, Black Canyon of the
Gunnison, or any Colorado Trail segments that someone might think are particularly good
ones. I'm trying to avoid requiring my wife to drop us off and pick us up, but I'm open to any
great hike even if I would need her to.
7 Jul 2016 . Summit County Region Day Hiking Trails Index page for ORIC -- Colorado.
Colorado Springs Trails and Hiking. Welcome to my website! Colorado Springs area offers
endless opportunities for outdoor recreation. This website focuses on hiking trails in the Pikes
Peak region. Here you can find trail descriptions, detailed maps, photos, directions and lots of
other information. With fires and flooding in.
7 Sep 2017 . gear for colorado trail through hike. This resulted in a heavier pack than I would
have liked, but I never had any shortcomings in equipment over the course of the month.
Food came next, and I tried to aim for 3500-4000 calories per day. I had a combination of trail
mixes, nutrition bars, dehydrated meals,.
Silverton Colorado: basecamp for great hiking in the San Juan Mountains for southwestern
Colorado, hike, hiking, backpacking, trails, gps tracks, images, . An optional extension
following a short section of the Continental Divide turns this out and back trail into a loop
hike with extended views of the surrounding area.
Instead it offers an overview of the trail, describes its special features, and suggests a variety
of spectacular introductory day trips for hikers. The centerspread map highlights these
suggested trips. Tlie Colorado Trail: Tlie Official Guide Book by Randy Jacobs is a detailed
hiking guide with explicit maps and directions,.
15 Jul 2017 . Some people, he reasoned, would hike it from end to end, but most would access
it for the day or an overnight, and so it needed to be accessible for a multitude of ages and
abilities. According to a 1974 Colorado Magazine story, Lucas thought it was feasible to link a
number of established trails throughout.
Buy Day Hikes on the Colorado Trail online at best price in India on Snapdeal. Read Day
Hikes on the Colorado Trail reviews & author details. Get Free shipping & CoD options
across India.
7 Jul 2015 . Imagine thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail, the Pacific Crest Trail, or maybe the
Tahoe Rim Trail. Day after day of logging high miles, setting up and tearing down camp,
cooking food and navigating mile after mile of trail and wilderness. Then, imagine doing this
blind. Solo. With all of your trust in your faithful.
Trails vary in length and level of difficulty, but with so many available choices, hikers,
horseback riders, mountain bikers and road bikers will all find the perfect trail that takes them
off the beaten path. Explore all the things to do in Glenwood Springs; there is something for

everyone and a new adventure to be had every day!
Go right at the Y onto County Road 543. 7.8 miles from Bailey park at a small Parking area on
the south side of the road (large enough for trailers) or go right (south) a short distance to the
Colorado Trail/Rolling Creek trailhead. Accessibility: This trail is open year round; however,
weather may make access difficult especially.
21 Jan 2015 . Town Day Sage. Pre-Trail. If you are changing your dog's food for the hike, is a
good idea to slowly transition to this food 2-4 weeks before you leave by . My dog, Sage, has
hiked the Colorado Trail with me. .. Sage the Wonder Dog has hiked the Tahoe Rim Trail, the
Colorado Trail, and the Bigfoot Trail.
26 Jun 2015 . The trail starts at a big parking lot off Wadsworth Boulevard, south of C-470,
near Lockheed Martin (directions below). There is a bathroom here and a sign that says
Waterton Canyon and Colorado Trail Trailhead. Follow the crushed rock path a short distance
to a large, dirt road and turn left. You're now.
How to find Colorado hiking trails. The bitter reality of a hiker's life is that you only have so
much trail time. So be smart about how to spend your precious time hiking in Colorado by
using these resources: Pick an urban area in Colorado and use it as base camp for dayhikes.
For the Denver area, use this website for logistical.
This journal documents my thru-hike of The Colorado Trail in August of 2010. It has 40,000
words and over 1,500 photos. I started on August 1st in Denver and finished in Durango on
September 6th. I finished the trail in 37 days, taking three “zero days.” Day 1 – Waterton
Canyon to the South Platte River – Segment 1. Day 2.
Hiking trail near Breckenridge, Colorado. . Starting at the parking area at the top of Kenosha
Pass, the Colorado Trail, hikers will make their way over approximately 30 miles to
Breckenridge. It's about 12 miles to reach Georgia . Beautiful fall day on the Colorado Trail
heading southwest from Kenosha Pass. Beautiful fall.
3 Sep 2014 . This article answers questions about my hike of the 500 mile Colorado Trail in
August, 2014, in a short question and answer format.
13 Oct 2016 . We picked the Colorado Trail in part because I grew up in Colorado, and the
trail is one of the most beautiful thru-hikes in the United States. As important, though, is that it
is short enough to be done without taking a sabbatical or retiring. Other popular thru-hikes,
including the Appalachian Trail, the Pacific.
Whether you're looking for a day hike near Denver, a multi-day backpacking trip in the San
Juan Mountains, or a gentle family hike with kids, The Colorado Hiker has it all. For all of you
winter hiking enthusiasts, we've made it easy to search for snowshoeing and cross country
skiing trails. You can also find information and.
19 Mar 2015 . Junction Creek Trail head is just short of 4 miles northwest of Durango. There
is a parking lot at the Trailhead, and further up the road, you will run into a campsite. The
Trail: The Colorado Trail goes through 6 wilderness areas. Bicycles are not allowed in
wilderness areas thus you must detour around those.
6 days ago . Colorado National Monument's trails offer many opportunities for hikers. Bird
watchers and photographers discover the splendor that they traveled so far to find. Hikes
range from only 0.25 mile to over 14 miles. Click here for a hiking brochure. PETS AND
BICYCLES PROHIBITED. Short Hiking Trails
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